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1. Introduction 
 

The Linatex Group have been manufacturing process plants for over 45 years. The Linapump IIIr is the latest generation of our 
successful abrasion/ corrosion resistant slurry handling pumps and combines the best features from earlier models with 
improvements in head and efficiency. 
 
This manual should be carefully read before attempting to install or operate this Linapump IIIr pump unit. 
 
   

   Service, Selection and Support
 

 

 

 
 

Total Service 
 
From design to installation and beyond, Linatex engineers 
are available to give advice on your slurry pumping needs 
and problems. We’ve been in the business of designing and 
manufacturing pumps for over 45 years and our collective 
experience in abrasive slurry handling is second to none. 

 
 

The Linapump IIIr range has been designed to offer a wide 
choice of pump sizes to suit most slurry pumping 
applications. A standard questionnaire is available to 
ensure that the most complex installation, as well as the 
more straightforward pumping application, receives 
individual consideration. 

 
 

Linatex can also advise on the ancillary components within 
the pumping system. The provision of low head loss valves, 
gland feed pumps, priming devices and flexible bends, all 
incorporating Linatex linings for trouble-free life, are an 
important aspect of ensuring a totally successful pump 
installation.

 
Service specialists travel to all corners of the world to assist with maintenance. Spare parts 
are available in most major centres. Service exchange bearing cartridge can be supplied. 
 
 
 

Design Specifications and Options 
 

Linapump lllr standard casing is designed for a maximum working pressure of 6 bar.  A high pressure casing is available, rated 
at 18.5 bar.  Please contact Linatex for pressures higher than this. 
 
The pump units in the Linapump lllr range are designated by the size of suction and discharge ports.  Units up to 100mm have 
equal size suction and discharge, above this Linapump lllr has a larger suction than discharge.  Size is given in mm i.e. 
200/150 Linapump lllr has a 200mm suction port and a 150mm discharge port. 
 
Suction and discharge flanges are universal and are available in metric BS4504 and ASA150 drilling patterns as standard.  
Other drilling patterns are available to order.  Orientation of discharge to 4 positions according to installation requirements. 
 
The Linapump lllr range of pumps is designed and manufactured in accordance with appropriate International Quality 
Standards, such as lSO9000. 
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2.    Your Pump 
 
 

 
Company Name:   
 
 
Address: 
 
 
 
 
 

Tel: 

Fax: 

 
Supplier:      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Type of Industry: 
 
  
Pump Model: 
  

Size: 
 
 

Serial No: Flange Type: 
 
 

Contact Person: 
 

Gland Type: 
 
  

Drive Style: 
 
 

Start up date/remarks: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Important Notes 
 

 The maintenance of rotating machinery should be done by experienced mechanics. 
 

 Protective clothing and proper tools and lifting equipment, all in good condition, must be used. 
 

 Do not lift heavy weights without mechanical aids. 
 

 Do not take any risks with your health and safety. 
 

 If a pump has run without discharge, the fluid temperature and pressure may be dangerously high. 
Refer to paragraph 17.1 and 17.11 c. 

 
 The casing suspension arm is fitted as a maintenance aid only. Refer to Note 3, page 17. 

 
 The installer must ensure that guards are fitted in accordance with local and EC regulations. 
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2.1 Design Condition    (To be filled in by distributor or owner) 
 
The following data should be completed as a record of the duty for which the pump was originally sold. During its lifetime the 
pumping requirements may change, if so, the new speed and operating conditions must be carefully engineered. Linatex 
engineers are able to assist you in doing this if required. 
 

Details of Solids   
Description of Solids = …………… 
 
Specific Gravity Solids: S =……… Quantity of Solids M = …….Tonnes/hr. d 50 Size = ………….mm 
Details if Liquor 
Description of Liquor =…………… …………………………………………………….. 
Specific Gravity of Liquor: Sl =…………………………………………………………. 
Details of Slurry 
Specific gravity of Slurry: Sm =…………………………………………………………… 
 
% of solids by volume in slurry: Cv  =……………………………………………….. 
 
% of solids by weight in slurry: Cm = ………………………………………………… 
 
Flow rate of slurry :Q = ………………………………………………………………………. 
Calculated Design Data 
 
Total Head = ………………………………m Maximum working Head = …………………………………m. ft. 
 
NPSH a      = ……………………………..…m NPSH r = ………………………………m, ft. 
 
Pump Speed on Slurry  = ……………………………………rpm. 
 
Derate factor for Slurry  = …………………………………… 
Motor Data 
Motor Power rating       = ……………………………………Kw 
 
Motor Frame size         = …………………………………… 
 
Motor Speed                = ……………………………..rpm. 
 
Motor Shaft size          = ………………………………  mm  
Vee-Belt Drive Data 
Motor pulley O.D.    = ……………………………..mm      Pump pulley O.D.  = …………………………mm 
 
Taperlock Bush No  = …………………………………      Taperlock Bush No = …………………………….. 
 
Vee-belt                  = …………………..No off…………   No of grooves/pulley =………………………….. 
Gland Water Requirements       (H and P glands only) 
 
Quantity:     = …………………………………………..l/s 
 
Pressure:  = …………..………………………………m 
Technical Data 
Pump Mass = …………………………………………kg 
 
Motor Mass = ……………………………………………kg 
 
Pump Shaft Size = ………………………… ………mm 
 
Noise level = ……………………………………………..db(A)     (see page 12) 
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4.0 Pump Range – Typical Sectional Arrangements 
 
4.1 Pump Assembly 

 
The actual sectional arrangement drawing for your pump is to be found in the back pocket.  

 
 
 
Pump Parts List   
Part No. Description    
*01 Suction Bush Liner    
*02 Suction Bush    
03 Suction Side Casing    
04 Suction Side Liner  Optional Parts (not shown)  
05 Gland Side Casing  Part No.  Description 
06 Gland Side Liner         (C01 

       (C02 
28   (C03 
       (C04 
       (C05 

Suspension Arm 
Crawl 
Supporting Disc 
Supporting Bracket 
Eyebolt 

07 Drain Plug  
08 Impeller  
09 Casing Bolt Set  
10 Liner Nut Set  
11 Suction Bush Stud Set   
12 Casing to Pedestal Stud Set         (M01 

       (M02 
16   (M03 
       (M04 
       (M05 

Motor Platform 
13 Gland Assembly ("H" Type shown)  Motor Platform Jacking Stud 
14 Flinger  Motor Support Crossbar 
15 Bearing Assembly  Crossbar Support Stud 
16 Motor Platform Assembly (not shown)  Crossbar Support Collar 
17 Pedestal Caps   
18 Pedestal  29 Belt Guard 
19 Axial Positioning Jack (not shown)  30 Shaft Spanner 
20 Pedestal Cap Screws    
21 Gland Holding Screw Set   
23 Eyebolt - Casing (not shown)    
24 Inside Gland Cover (not shown)    
25 S & D Flang Stud Set (not shown)    
26 Drain Plug Stud Set (not shown)  *Removable suction bush & liner from 150/125 upwards.  
31 Shaft Gland (not shown)    
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4.2 Bearing Housing Assembly 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bearing Assembly Parts List 
Part No. Description 
  
 B01  
 B02 
 B03 
 B04 
 B05 
  15 B06 
 B07 
 B08 
 B09 
 B10 
 B11 
 B12 
 B13 
 

 
Bearing Housing 
Shaft 
End Cover 
Front Cover 
End Bearing 
Front Bearing 
Tab Washer 
Lock Nut 
End Grease Seal 
Front Grease Seal 
Bearing Cover Set Screws 
Grease Nipples 
Bearing Housing Cover Seals 
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Parts List And Part Numbers 
 
Spare Parts 
The part is fully identified by the number on the cross section drawing followed by the discharge branch size. For example an 
impeller for the 50/50 rubber pump is Part Number 08-050. The material description must also be given i.e. Linatex, nitrile, etc. 
 

Description 35/35 50/50 80/80 100/100 150/125 200/150 250/200 300/250 
General Pump Parts         
Suction Bush Liner -       -       -       - 01-125 01-150 01-200 01-250 
Suction Bush – MM       -       -       -       - 02-125 02-150 02-200 02-250 
Suction Bush - UNC -       -       -       - 02-125A 02-150A 02-200A 02-250A 
Suction Side Casing - MM 03-035 03-050 03-080 03-100 03-125 03-150 03-200 03-250 
Suction Side Casing - UNC 03-035A 03-050A 03-080A 03-100A 03-125A 03-150A 03-200A 03-250A 
Suction Side Liner c/w Drain Plug 04-035 04-050 04-080 04-100 04-125 04-150 04-200 04-250 
Gland Side Casing – MM 05-035 05-050 05-080 05-100 05-125 05-150 05-200 05-250 
Gland Side Casing – UNC 05-035A 05-050A 05-080A 05-100A 05-125A 05-150A 05-200A 05-250A 
Gland Side Liner 06-035 06-050 06-080 06-100 06-125 06-150 06-200 06-250 
Drain Plug  07-050 07-080 07-100 07-125 07-150 07-200 07-250 
Impeller 08-035 08-050 08-080 08-100 08-125 08-150 08-200 08-250 
Casing Bolt Set 09-035 09-050 09-080 09-100 09-125 09-150 09-200 09-250 
Suction Bush Stud Set        -      -      - 11-125 11-150 11-200 11-250 
Casing to Pedestal Stud Set 12-050 12-050 12-080 12-100 12-125 12-150 12-200 12-250 
Gland Assembly 13-050 13-050 13-080 13-100 13-125 13-150 13-200 13-250 
Finger 14-050 14-050 14-080 14-100 14-125 14-150 14-200 14-250 
Bearing Assembly 15-050 15-050 15-080 15-100 15-125 15-150 15-200 15-250 
Motor Support Assembly 16-050 16-050 16-080 16-100 16-125 16-150 16-200 16-250 
Pedestal Caps 17-050 17-050 17-080 17-100 17-125 17-150 17-200 17-250 
Pedestal 18-050 18-050 18-080 18-100 18-125 18-150 18-200 18-250 
Axial Positioning Jack 19-050 19-050 19-080 19-100 19-125 19-150 19-200 19-250 
Pedestal Cap Screw Set 20-050 20-050 20-080 20-100 20-125 20-150 20-200 20-250 
Gland Holding Screw Set 21-050 21-050 21-080 21-100 21-125 21-150 21-200 21-250 
Eyebolt - Casing -       - 23-080 23-100 23-125 23-150 23-200 23-250 
Inside Gland Cover -       -       -       -       -      - 24-200 24-250 
Suction & Discharge Flange Stud Set - MM - 25-050 25-080 25-100 25-125 25-150 25-200 25-250 
Suction & Discharge Flange Stud Set -UNC - 25-050A 25-080A 25-100A 25-125A 25-150A 25-200A 25-250A 
Drain Plug Stud Set 26-035 26-050 26-080 26-100 26-125 26-150 26-200 26-250 
Crane & Crawl Assembly -      -  28-080 28-100 28-125 28-150 28-200      - 
Belt Guard 29-050 29-050 29-080 29-100 29-125 29-150 29-200 29-250 
Shaft Spanner - 30-050 30-080 30-100 30-125 30-150 30-200 30-250 
Shaft Guard 31-050 31-050 31-080 31-100 31-125 31-150 31-200 31-250 
Name Plate 32-035 32-050 32-080 32-100 32-125 32-150 32-200 32-250 
Logo Plate 33-035 33-050 33-080 33-100 33-125 33-150 33-200 33-250 
Guard Strip 34-050 34-050 34-080 34-100 34-125 34-150 34-200 34-250 
Description 35/35 50/50 80/80 100/100 150/125 200/150 250/200 300/250 
Bearing Assembly         
Bearing Housing B01-050 B01-050 B01-080 B01-100 B01-125 B01-150 B01-200 B01-250 
Shaft B02-050 B02-050 B02-080 B02-100 B02-125 B02-150 B02-200 B02-250 
End Cover B03-050 B03-050 B03-080 B03-100 B03-125 B03-150 B03-200 B03-250 
Front Cover B04-050 B04-050 B04-080 B04-100 B04-125 B04-150 B04-200 B04-250 
End Bearing B05-050 B05-050 B05-080 B05-100 B05-125 B05-150 B05-200 B05-250 
Front Bearing B06-050 B06-050 B06-080 B06-100 B06-125 B06-150 B06-200 B06-250 
Tab Washer B07-050 B07-050 B07-080 B07-100 B07-125 B07-150 B07-200 B07-250 
Lock Nut B08-050 B08-050 B08-080 B08-100 B08-125 B08-150 B08-200 B08-250 
End Grease Seal B09-050 B09-050 B09-080 B09-100 B09-125 B09-150 B09-200 B09-250 
Front Grease Seal B10-050 B10-050 B10-080 B10-100 B10-125 B10-150 B10-200 B10-250 
Bearing Cover Set Screws B11-050 B11-050 B11-080 B11-100 B11-125 B11-150 B11-200 B11-250 
Grease Nipples B12-050 B12-050 B12-080 B12-100 B12-125 B12-150 B12-200 B12-250 
Bearing Housing Cover Seals B13-050 B13-050 B13-080 B13-100 B13-125 B13-150 B13-200 B13-250 
Shaft key B15-050 B15-050 B15-080 B15-100 B15-125 B15-150 B15-200 B15-250 
V – Ring seal B17-050 B17-050 B17-080 B17-100 B17-125 B17-150 B17-200 B17-250 
Complete Assembly 15-050  15-050 15-080 15-100 15-125 15-150 15-200 15-250 
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Description 35/35 50/50 80/80 100/100 150/125 200/150 250/200 300/250 
Dry Gland Assembly  
Gland Housing   DO1-050 D01-050 D01-080 D01-100 D01-125 D01-150 D01-200 D01-250 
Gland Cover D02-050 D02-050 D02-080 D02-100 D02-125 D02-150 D01-200 D01-250 
Adjusting Sleeve D03-050 D03-050 D03-080 D03-100 D03-125 D03-150 D03-200 D03-250 
Linatex Washer D04-050 D04-050 D04-080 D04-100 D04-125 D04-150 D04-200 D04-250 
Gland Seal D05-050 D05-050 D05-080 D05-100 D05-125 D05-150 D05-200 D05-250 
Adjusting Stud Set D06-050 D06-050 D06-080 D06-100 D06-125 D06-150 D06-200 D06-250 
Sleeve O-Ring D07-050 D07-050 D07-080 D07-100 D07-125 D07-150 D07-200 D07-250 
Gland Sleeve D08-050 D08-050 D08-080 D08-100 D08-125 D08-150 D08-200 D08-250 
Linatex Face Seal D09-035 D09-050 D09-080 D09-100 D09-125 D09-150 D09-200 D09-250 
Face O-Ring D10-050 D10-050 D10-080 D10-100 D10-125 D10-150 D10-200 D10-250 
Wearing Face D11-050 D11-050 D11-080 D11-100 D11-125 D11-150 D11-200 D11-250 
Impeller O-Ring D12-050 D12-050 D12-080 D12-100 D12-125 D12-150 D12-200 D12-250 
Gland Locating Ring -       -        - D13-100      -        -       -      - 
Gland Cover Set Screw D14-050 D14-050 D14-080       - D14-125 D14-150 D14-200 D14-250 
Spacer Ring -       -      -       -       -       - D15-200 D15-250 
Complete Assembly  GD13-050 GD13-080 GD13-100 GD13-125 GD13-150 GD13-200 GD13-250 
Hydrostatic Gland Assembly  
Gland Housing H01-050 H01-050 H01-080 H01-100 H01-125 H01-150 H01-200 H01-250 
Gland Cover H02-050 H02-050 H02-080 H02-100 H02-125 H02-150 H02-200 H02-250 
Adjusting Gland H03-050 H03-050 H03-080 H03-100 H03-125 H03-150 H03-200 H03-250 
Resilient Gasket H04-050 H04-050 H04-080 H04-100 H04-125 H04-150 H04-200 H04-250 
Gland Seal H05-050 H05-050 H05-080 H05-100 H05-125 H05-150 H05-200 H05-250 
Adjusting Stud Set H06-050 H06-050 H06-080 H06-100 H06-125 H06-150 H06-200 H06-250 
Sleeve O-Ring H07-050 H07-050 H07-080 H07-100 H07-125 H07-150 H07-200 H07-250 
Gland Sleeve H08-050 H08-050 H08-080 H08-100 H08-125 H08-150 H08-200 H08-250 
Axial Expeller          -          - H10-080 H10-100 H10-125 H10-150 H10-200 H10-250 
Lantern Ring          -          -       -       -        -        - H11-200 H11-250 
Impeller O-Ring H12-050 H12-050 H12-080 H12-100 H12-125 H12-150 H12-200 H12-250 
Gland Locating Ring       -       - H13-080  H13-100 H13-125 H13-150        -        - 
Gland Cover Set Screw H14-050 H14-050 H14-080 H14-100 H14-125 H14-150 H14-200 H14-250 
Complete Assembly GH13-050 GH13-050 GH13-080 GH13-100 GH13-125 GH13-150 GH13-200 GH13-250 
Packed Gland Assembly  
Gland Housing P01-035 P01-050 P01-080 P01-100 P01-125 P01-150 P01-200 P01-250 
Lantern Ring P02-035 P02-050 P02-080 P02-100 P02-125 P02-150 P02-200 P02-250 
Adjusting Gland P03-035 P03-050 P03-080 P03-100 P03-125 P03-150 P03-200 P03-250 
Packing Rings P04-035 P04-050 P04-080 P04-100 P04-125 P04-150 P04-200 P04-250 
Gland Seal P05-050 P05-050 P05-080 P05-100 P05-125 P05-150 P05-200 P05-250 
Adjusting Stud Set P06-035 P06-050 P06-080 P06-100 P06-125 P06-150 P06-200 P06-250 
Sleeve O-Ring P07-050 P07-050 P07-080 P07-100 P07-125 P07-150 P07-200 P07-250 
Gland Sleeve P08-050 P08-050 P08-080 P08-100 P08-125 P08-150 P08-200 P08-250 
Axial Expeller                                   -        - P10-080 P10-100 P10-125 P10-150 P10-200 P10-250 
Backing Ring        -        -        -        -        -        - P11-200 P11-250 
Impeller O-Ring P12-050 P12-050 P12-080 P12-100 P12-125 P12-150 P12-200 P12-250 
Gland Locating Ring        -        - P13-080    P13-100 P13-125 P13-150        -        - 
Gland Cover Set Screw        -        -        -        -        -        - P14-200 P14-250 
Complete Assembly GP13-050 GP13-050 GP13-080 GP13-100 GP13-125 GP13-150 GP13-200 GP13-250 
Optional Parts         
Motor Platform M01-050 M01-050 M01-080 M01-100 M01-125 M01-150 M01-200 M01-250 
Motor Platform Stud M02-050 M02-050 M02-080 M02-100 M02-125 M02-150 M02-200 M02-250 
Motor Support Crossbar M03-050 M03-050 M03-080 M03-100 M03-125 M03-150 M03-200 M03-250 
Crossbar Support Stud M04-050 M04-050 M04-080 M04-100 M04-125 M04-150 M04-200 M04-250 
Crossbar Support Collar M05-050 M05-050 M05-080 M05-100 M05-125 M05-150 M05-200 M05-250 
Complete Assembly    16-050    16-050    16-080    16-100    16-125    16-150    16-200    16-250 
Suspension Arm -        -          C01-080 C01-100 C01-125 C01-150 C01-200 C01-250 
Crawl Assy. -        - C02-080 C02-100 C02-125 C02-150 C02-200 C02-250 
Supporting Disc -        - C03-080 C03-100 C03-125 C03-150 C03-200 C03-250 
Supporting Bracket -        - C04-080 C04-100 C04-125 C04-150 C04-200 C04-250 
Evebolt -        - C05-080 C05-100 C05-125 C05-150 C05-200 C05-250 
Complete Assembly 28-050   28-050    28-080    28-100    28-125    28-150    28-200    28-250 
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6. Leading Pump Dimensions 
 

PUMP SIZE 
     (mm) 

MASS 
  (kg) 

      W 
  A   B   C   D   E  E1   F   G   H   J   K   L   M   N   P   Q   R   S   T   U   V MIN MAX 

  50/50 156 92.5 132 224.5 49.5 310   - 46 70 725 491 120.5 20 285 18 17 250 241 43 40 12 170 165 220 
  80/80 326 120 180 300 65 355   - 50 120 915 595 168 30 360 22 24 300 295 48.5 45 14 240 250 310 
100/100 440 132 169 301 57 460   - 40 127 998.5 660 184 30 400 24 22 336 324 64 60 18 260 272 372 
150/125 608 211 234 445 110 479   - 100 189 1286 758 210 30 480 24 28 390 368 69.5 65 18 350 340 440 
200/150 736 217.5 223 400.5 90 468   - 66 174 1312.5 822 222 35 490 24 28 428 394 74.5 70 20 440 345 445 
250/200 1250 309 270 579 108 660 330 76 200 1600 956 321 40 660 24 33 550 406 95.4 90 25 500 430 585 
300/250 1956 317.5 285 602.5 70 640 320 70 200 1697.5 1083 368 40 750 28 30 600 483 106 100 28 660   -   - 
350/300 2580 322 329 651 90 660 330 93 230 1752 1210 441 40 770 28 30 650 560 117 110 28 700   -   - 

  ASA Inch 
  PCD Stud 

Dia
. 

Hole 
Dia. 

No. 
Off 

Stud 
Lgth
. 

50/50 Suction   4.75 5/8 -   4 1.75 
Discharge   4.75 5/8 -   4 1.75 

80/80 Suction 6.0 5/8 -   8 1.75 
Discharge 6.0 5/8 -   8 1.75 

100/100 Suction 7.5 5/8 -   8 1.95 
Discharge 7.5 5/8 -   8 1.75 

150/125 Suction 9.5 -  ø22   8  - 
Discharge 8.5 3/4 -   8 2.0 

200/150 Suction 11.75 -  ø22   8  - 
Discharge 9.5 3/4 -   8 2.0 

250/200 Suction 14.25 -  ø25 12  - 
Discharge 11.75 3/4 -   8 2.0 

300/250 Suction 17.0 -  ø25 12  - 
Discharge 14.25 7/8 - 12 2.25 

350/300 Suction 18.75 -  ø28 16  - 
Discharge 17.0 7/8 - 12 2.25 

 

  BS4504 
PUMP 
SIZE 

 PCD Stud 
Dia
. 

Hole 
Dia. 

No. 
Off 

Stud 
Lgth
. 

50/50 Suction 125 M16 -   4 40 
Discharge 125 M16 -   4 40 

80/80 Suction 160 M16 -   8 40 
Discharge 160 M16 -   8 40 

100/100 Suction 180 M16 -   8 40 
Discharge 180 M16 -   8 40 

150/125 Suction 240 -  ø22   8  - 
Discharge 210 M16 -   8 40 

200/150 Suction 295 -  ø22   8  - 
Discharge 240 M20 -   8 45 

250/200 Suction 350 -  ø22 12  - 
Discharge 295 M20 -   8 55 

300/250 Suction 410 -  ø26 12  - 
Discharge 350 M20 - 12 60 

350/300 Suction 470 -  ø26 16  - 
Discharge 410 M24 - 12 65 

STUD LENGTH PROTRUDING 
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7. Gland Options & Part Numbers 
 
Gland Seals 
The Gland is usually the weakest point on any Pump and requires most attention and maintenance.  All glands need cooling 
and lubrication between the sliding surfaces, so a drip from the glands is normal.  All glands must be finally adjusted while the 
pump is running. 
 
The Linatex Glands have been developed to try to minimise the attention and service needed, but this depends on the 
pressure of the fluid being pumped, the size and shape of the solid particles and the concentration of the solid particles in the 
liquid.  Therefore Linatex have developed three unique seal arrangements and Linatex engineers can give advice regarding 
the optimum selection for a specific duty. 
 
“H” and “P” Glands 
The Slurry pressure at the gland is reduced by back pump out vanes on the impeller, and when fitted the Linatex axial expeller 
which is a stretch fit on the shaft of the “H” and “P” glands. 
 
The solids are restrained by the outward Centrifugal swirl behind the impeller, the axial expeller and the restricted path to the 
seal interface. 
 
With the “H” Gland, the adjusting gland must be eased outwards to increase the sealing pressure.  The geometric shape of the 
Linatex Gland Seal is carefully designed to give a good seal, while limiting the amount of “digging” onto the gland sleeve. 
 
The gland sealing water must be as clean as possible and at a pressure of about 2m water gauge above the discharge 
pressure.  With a high flushing water pressure you get greater water use and greater dilution of the pumped slurry without any 
benefit to the seal. 
 
A pressure fed grease supply can be used with the “H” and “P” glands, but then care must be taken to use Linatrile parts. 
“D” Gland 
This is a unique type of mechanical seal.  The Linatex Face Seal runs against a hard wearing stationary face. 
 
The Linatex Face Seal acts as a spring and if any grit particles get between the rotating rubber and stationary hard face it is 
pressed into the Linatex Rubber.  The Linatex Face Seal is a stretch fit on the shaft sleeve.  As the gland pressure increases, 
so the rubber extends axially and increases the pressure at the rubbing face.  So great care must be taken not to overtighten 
the adjusting sleeve. 
 
When the pump is first started, ensure that the adjusting nuts are finger tight.  When the pump runs, adjust the gland nuts so 
that there are approximately 5 drops per minute from the gland.  This should reduce to 1 drop occasionally, and run 
satisfactorily for up to a year without further attention in a good application. 
 
Sectional Arrangement – “H” Gland Assembly 
 

Hydrostatic Gland Assembly 
Part No. Description 
H01 
 
H02 
H03 
H04 
H05 
H06 
H07 
H08 
H10 
H11 
 
H12 
H13 
H14 

Gland Housing 
Hose Connector 
Gland Cover 
Adjusting Gland 
Resilient Gasket 
Gland Seal 
Adjusting Stud Set 
Sleeve O-Ring 
Gland Sleeve 
Axial Expeller 
Lantern Ring (not shown) 
300/250 only 
Impeller O-Ring 
Gland Locating Ring 
Gland Cover Set Screw 
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  Sectional Arrangement – “P” Gland Assembly 

Packed Gland Assembly 
Part No. Description 
P01 
 
P02 
P03 
P04 
P05 
P06 
P07 
P08 
P10 
P11* 
P12 
P13 
P14* 
 

Gland Housing 
Hose Connector 
Lantern Ring 
Adjusting Gland 
Packing Rings 
Gland Seal 
Adjusting Stud Set 
Sleeve O-Ring 
Gland Sleeve 
Axial Expeller 
Backing Ring (not shown) 
Impeller O-Ring 
Gland Locating Ring 
Gland Cover Set Screw Set 

*used on 250/200 and 300/250 

Sectional Arrangement - "D" Gland Assembly 

Dry Gland Assembly 
Part No. Description 
D01 
D02 
D03 
D04 
D05 
D06 
D07 
D08 
D09 
D10 
D11 
D12 
D13 
 
D14 
D15 
 

Gland Housing 
Gland Cover 
Adjusting Sleeve 
Linatex Washer 
Gland Seal 
Adjusting Stud Set 
Sleeve O-Ring 
Gland Sleeve 
Linatex Face Seal 
Face O-Ring 
Wearing Face 
Impeller O-Ring 
Gland Locating Ring 
(not shown) only on 100/100 
Gland Cover Set Screw 
Spacer Ring (not shown) 
Only on 250/200 and 300/250 

 
Note on operation: 
Do not overtighten the adjusting nuts part D06.  
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7.1       'D' Gland adjustment/commissioning. 

 
The gland sealing faces require lubrication by the fluid being pumped.  Under no circumstances may the gland be run 
dry.  Care must be taken to adjust the three nuts equally and not to over tighten the gland, otherwise the face seal will 
overheat and may result in permanent damage.  

 
▪ Ensure the pump is electrically isolated and it is safe to work. 

 
▪ Loosen the three adjusting nuts (D06) so the adjusting sleeve (D03) is loose. 

 
▪ Check for free rotation of the pump shaft.  Any stiffness must be investigated.  In particular, check the impeller is 

correctly positioned in the casing, there is no interference in the gland and the shaft passes centrally through it and 
the belts are not over tight.  
 

▪ Push in the adjusting sleeve by hand and tighten the three adjusting nuts, keeping the adjusting sleeve parallel to the 
shaft until the hard face (D11) just touches the Linatex face seal (D09). 
 

▪ Fill the pump with fluid, and a dribble should come through the gland. 
 

▪ Tighten the 3 adjusting nuts equally (1 flat in turn) until there is an occasional drip. 
 

▪ Refit the guards and,  when safe, start the pump. 
 

▪ If necessary, adjust the three nuts (D06) in or out equally to maintain the drip. 
 

▪ Take time and allow the seal faces to seat.  A further small adjustment may be needed. 
 

▪ Lock the nuts and fit the protection strips. 
 

If the Gland Seal (D05) is not seated properly, water can leak out or air can be sucked in between it and the adjusting 
sleeve (D03).   
 
In newer models of Linapump, the recess in (D03) is removed and the diameter of (D05) was increased.  The new parts 
are (D03U) and (D05U). 

 
'H' Gland adjustment/commissioning 
 
▪  Ensure the pump is electrically isolated and it is safe to work. 

 
▪ Check that the shaft is free to rotate. 

 
▪ Turn on the gland flushing water supply and check there is a small flow into the pump. 

 
▪ Tighten the adjusting nuts (H06) to allow a drip.  Note:- Screw in to allow a drip, screw out to seal. 

 
▪ Fill the pump with fluid and fit guards. 

 
▪ Start the pump and adjust if necessary. 

 
▪ Lock the adjusting nuts and fit protective strips. 
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8. “Pumptec” Computer Software 
 

In order to perform the complex calculations for sizing a pump, establishing a pipeline carrying velocity, and derating the    
pump for a slurry; as well as calculating pipeline friction head losses, power absorbed, and an ability to analyse the system 
head;  Linatex have developed a unique programme which will operate on all IBM compatible P.C.’s. 
 
Copies of this programme are available from your supplier as “floppy” discs. 
 
When any change of duty is envisaged, the pump can usually accommodate it with a change of Vee-belt pulley ratios and a 
different speed, but it is essential to recalculate all the parameters on page 3 and to check that the motor and drive will not be 
overloaded under any normal operating condition. 
 
Some principal formulae are given below:- 
 
    H(m) x Q(l/s) x Sm 
Input to the pump kw              =          102 x Efficiency 
 
 
    V x A x 1.732 x PF 
Input to the motor kw     =                1000 
 
 
 
    1273 x Q(l /s) 
Pipeline Velocity in m/s           =           d² (mm) 
 
 
 
    ________M______ 
Slurry Flow rate in l/s              =          0.036 Sm x Cw 
 
 
 
       Cv (S – Sl)  _______Sl________      =   S x Cv 
Sm = Sl +   100                        =         1 – Cw (S – Sl)                         C 

100 S 
 
 

 
Cv =  Sm – Sl                            Cw  =  Cv x S 
           S  -  Sl                                          Sm  
 
 
Where:- 
 
M T/Hr  = Mass of solids pumped (Tonnes per Hour) 
H (m)  = Metres water gauge Head 
Q(l/s)  = Flow rate of slurry or fluid mixture 
Sm  = Specific gravity of the slurry mixture 
S  = Specific gravity of the dry solids 
Sl  = Specific gravity of the carrying liquid 
E  = Efficiency of the pump at the duty derated 
V and A  = Motor line Volts and Amps 
d(mm)  = Inside diameter of a pipe 
Cv  = % solids of volume in the slurry 
Cw  = % solids by mass in the slurry 
PF  = Motor power factors 
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9. General Pump Suction Requirements 
 

A pump does not “suck” as fluid has no tensile strength. The centrifugal expulsion of fluids creates a low pressure 
area at the eye of the impeller, and atmospheric pressure, plus any static head, pushes fluid into the pump. It is 
therefore essential that suction systems do not restrict flow from the sump into the pump. With slurries, this is even 
more important as the solids themselves can settle and cause obstructions to flow. 
 

9.1 Short unobstructed pipelines with facilities for easy draining, removal and cleaning are essential. 
 
9.2 A trap to remove tramp material is desirable. 

 
9.3 Air entrained in the slurry reduces the pump’s capacity and head, and an air vent pipe on the suction pipe close to the 

pump inlet is often essential. 
 

9.4 The pump will operate best if the flow velocity approaching the impeller is evenly distributed across the suction eye, 
and is sensibly axial and without swirl. Intake conditions in the sump, such as the formation of vortices, or in the 
suction pipeline, such as a sharp bend just before the pump, cause an uneven flow over the eye of the impeller, and 
impair pump performance. 
 

9.5 The Linatex desliming and feed regulating sump shown below incorporates the best features in good sump design. 
 

 
10. Installation 
  
 The following notes cover most situations, but certain installations will require additional checks. 
 
10.1 Noise 
 

Because of its heavy construction, rigid bearing housing and the sound attenuation due to the rubber lining, the noise 
generated by a bare shaft Linatex pump is low, less than 70dB(A). 
 
The noise emission from a complete pump and drive unit will be dependent upon various factors including that from 
the motor, its fan and the V-belt drive. To obtain an indication of the noise level generated by a specific complete unit 
take the highest component noise level, generally the motor, and multiply by 1.15. 
 
i.e. dB(A) pump   +   dB(A) motor      +      dB(A) drive          = 1.15   x      dB(A) motor. 
 
Other factors, including the piping system and hydraulically generated noise as well as any reflected noise, will affect 
the final installed figure. 

1. Feed Distribution Box/Tramp Material Trap. 
 

2. Anti-Turbulence/Air Release Baffles. 
 

3. Replaceable Lined Suction Box. 
 

4. Removable Split Pipe or Flexible Hose to 
facilitate maintenance. 
 

5. Short Simple Suction Piping. 
 

6. Start Up Suction Line (Optional) 
 

7. Air Vent Line (Optional). 
 

8. Injection Water Line (Optional) or Drain/Dump 
Port. 
 

9. Overflow Weir and Collection Trough.  
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10.2 Foundations 
 

Holding down bolts, bolt holes in steel work or pockets in concrete must be checked for location and dimension to 
match the pump certified drawing. The foundations must be rigid. 
 
The pump base must be set level in its final position, and be rigidly supported at each holding down bolt before the 
holding down bolts are tightened. It is unacceptable to twist the base by uneven tightening of the holding down bolts. 
 

10.3 Pipework 
The suction and delivery pipework must be independently supported, and the pump must not be used as an anchor to 
pull the pipes into position. 
 
Provision for simple removal of suction and delivery pipework to facilitate unblocking and servicing the pump, and 
dumping solids in an emergency situation should be checked. 
 
Possible areas which could cause restriction on the suction side should be checked. 
 
The possibility of thermal expansion in the pipework causing undue loads on the pump should be checked. 
 
Check that the pipework matches up to the pump without strain. 
 
The lining on the Linapump IIIr is continued out to form gaskets on the suction and discharge flanges, therefore the 
use of joint rings or additional gaskets is not necessary. Connections to the pump should be made using flat faced 
flanges only. 
 
When fitting Linatex pumps to Linatex rubber lined equipment such as valves, Linatex hose or Linatex lined pipe, a 
steel gasket must be used. 
 

10.4 Power 
Check that the motor voltage, power and starter rating and supply match. 
 

10.5 Gland Services 
If gland sealing water is required, the quantity, quality and availability should be checked. 
 

10.6 Access 
Crane capacity and access routes from the delivery point should be checked. Access for maintenance, protection 
from flooding, and ventilation for motor cooling must be checked. 
 

10.7 Impeller Adjustment Axially 
The position of the rotating element must be set so that there is a minimum running clearance, approximately 1mm, 
between the suction bush and the impeller, the bearing housing must then be locked in position. This clearance 
should be checked by bolting a dummy flange or stub pipe to the suction flange this ensures any movement of the 
rubber lining on connection is allowed for. Once connected to suction and delivery lines, the unit should be checked 
for free rotation. 
 

10.8 Coupling Alignment 
The pump and motor couplings must be aligned in accordance with good engineering practice and axial or radial run 
out must be less than 0.05 mm total indicated reading on a clock gauge. With Vee-belt pulleys, the faces of the 
couplings must be exactly in line, and the shafts must be parallel to each other. A check with a straight  edge or string 
line across the pulley faces should have no visible gap. 
 

10.9 Motor Rotation 
Before the belts are fitted or the couplings are connected, the direction of rotation of the motor must be checked. 
Incorrect motor rotation can cause the impeller to screw off and destroy the pump. 
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10.10 Tension Vee-belts 
When the motor’s direction of rotation is correct, fit the Vee-belts and tension them in accordance with the maker’s 
recommendation. In general, a quarter to a half twist of the belt will be possible at the centre of the belt using a finger 
and a thumb. Check the tension again after a few hours running. 
 

10.11 Belt Guard 
The belt guard provided with this pump unit is manufactured with the shaft aperture fully closed with mesh. On 
installation of the vee belt drive and determination of pulley centres, the shaft guard is offered up and the mesh 
relieved locally to allow the shafts to pass through. Allowance may be required for movement of shafts when belt 
tensioning. 
 
The mesh should be relieved and a guard should be fitted in a manner which prevents accidental contact with the 
rotating parts of the drive assembly. 
 
The installer must ensure the guard is installed in the accordance with local and EC Regulations. 
 

10.12 Gland Service 
Check that gland water supply and protection systems are working, when these are fitted. 
 

10.13 Greased Bearings 
The pump bearings will have been greased at the factory and over greasing can cause them to overheat, so check 
the bearings, but do not overgrease them. Some suitable greases are Shell Alvania 3, Mobil EP2, Caltex LS3 or their 
equivalents. 
 

10.14 Final Checks 
Check that all nuts and bolts are tight. The gland adjusting bolts should be loose. That no loose material is lying 
around the pump set; that the guards are securely fitted and the pump is safe to start. 
 
THE RUNNING SPEED OF THE PUMP MUST NOT EXCEED THE FOLLOWING: 

MODEL 50/50 80/80 100/100 150/125 200/150 250/200 300/250 350/300 

MAX R.P.M. 2600 2100 1600 1480 1200 1200 900 700 

 
10.15 Electrical Installation 

This equipment must be installed and controlled in accordance with current local and EC regulations. 
 
 

11. Gland Services 
 On the hydrostatic gland and also on the packed gland, it is usually necessary to have a clean water flushing supply 

to the gland. 
 
11.1 The pressure should be 2m water gauge above the pump discharge pressure (remember to include the S.G. of the 

slurry) and the flow rate should be approximately in accordance with the table below. 
Pump  Gland  Service flow rate  Pump  Gland Service flow rate 
50/50   0.04 l/s   200/150   0.09 l/s 
80/80   0.05 l/s   250/200   0.10 l/s 
100/100   0.07 l/s   300/250   0.20 l/s 
150/125   0.07 l/s   350/300   0.30 l/s 
 

11.2 The gland flushing water should be clean. The life of the gland and gland sleeve is related to the cleanliness of the 
flushing water, and although a few particles will not do instant damage, the seal life will be reduced. Slurry must not 
be used. 

 
11.3 There are many combinations of flow control devices which may be used, and a few of these are shown on the next  

diagram. The objective is to maintain a secure supply of clean flushing water to extend the gland life. 
 

11.4 With pumps in series, there are three main ways of supplying gland service water. 
a) Individual dedicated pumps at the correct pressure and flow rate. 
b) One large pump at the highest pressure throttling down the supply to each pump in the series. 
c) One multi-stage pump tapping off a supply at a different stage to each pump in the series. 
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Gland Service Water Systems 
 
Below are some typical Gland Service systems. Any selection of item may be combined. 

 
 

1. Visual Ball Flow Indicator. 
 

2. Throttle Valve 
 

3. Cyclone Cleaner 

1. Pump Shutdown Low 
Pressure Switch or Alarm 
 

2. Constant Flow Orifice 
 

3. Filter Or Strainer 

1. Pressure Relief Valve 
 

2. Rotameter Flow Rate 
Indicator and Flowrate 
Control Valve 

1. Pressure Gauge 
 

2. Flow Paddle Switch for Pump 
Shutdown. 
 

3. Flow Control Valve 
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12. Lubrication and Cooling 
 
12.1 The bearings are grease lubricated and additional grease should be added little and often. Clean grease at the 

double lip seal helps to keep dirt and water out of the bearing.  Do not over grease the bearings. The bearing 
assemblies are all test run in the factory to prove that they are correctly assembled and satisfactory. The bearings are 
designed to run at high temperatures, maximum 120° C, and the grease has to be compatible with this operating 
condition. Clean grease must be used. If water gets into the bearings, the assembly must be stripped, thoroughly 
dried and regreased, and any seal failure corrected. 
 

12.2 The ingress of water and solids to the bearings is prevented by four stages of sealing. 
 
(1) The Flinger, (2) A V-ring seal, (3) A grease filled labyrinth, (4) A double lip seal.  

 
12.3 Recommended greases are Shell Alvania 3, Mobile EP2, Caltex LS3 or their equivalents. 
 
12.4 The range of Linapump IIIr pumps are designed to be air cooled and for operation in still air condition up to 37°C. 

 
 

13. Start up Procedure 
 

It is recommended to follow this routine every time a pump is started although it is appreciated that many units will be 
operated remotely. 
 

13.1 Check the free rotation of the pump set. 
 
13.2 Check gland services, if required.  See page 11.  

 
13.3 At first start, or after any work on the electric motor terminal box, check direction of rotation. 

 
13.4 Check the pump is primed. 

 
13.5 Check guards are in place and pumpset is safe to run. 

 
13.6 Start the pump.  Record the amps. Under all normal operating conditions.  

 
13.7 If the pipeline is empty and there is no discharge valve (i.e. due to abrasive nature of the product), the pump motor 

may be overloaded for a period and the pump may cavitate. This condition should be examined to evaluate the 
possible long term effect on the equipment. 
 

13.8 Check the pump set for noise, vibration or any hot spots. 
 

13.9 Adjust the gland to maintain a drip, which is necessary for lubrication and for cooling.  See page 11.  
 
 

14. Shutdown Procedure 
 
14.1 This depends ultimately on the system and process flow requirements, but the following procedure is recommended. 
 

i) Stop the flow of solids into the sump. 
ii) Turn the sluicing water or run system on water only to wash out the pump and delivery pipeline. 
iii) Shut down the pump. 
iv) Shut down the gland service water system 
 

14.2 In cold weather, the pump and auxiliary equipment should be drained to prevent freezing damage. 
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15. Disassembly Procedure 
 
Check that all power is switched off and isolated, and that it is safe electrically and mechanically to work the pumpset. The 
following sequence is a general guide to stripping the pump for inspection. Refer to Cross Section drawings in back pocket 
and on pages 4 and 5. Where a gland part is mentioned the part for the H gland is referred to. 
 
On sizes up to the 100/100 there is no separate suction bush and liner. 
 
15.0 Remove the suction pipe and inspect for wear. 

 
15.1 Check the suction bush liner 01 for wear, noting any uneven wear pattern and position. Check the axial clearance 

between the suction bush liner 01 and the eye of the impeller 08 (or on smaller pumps between the casing liner and  
eye of the impeller.) 

 
15.2 Remove nuts 11 and suction bush 02. The suction bush liner 01 is pushed out of the suction bush 02 from the suction 

side. Some water spread under the lip of the suction bush liner 01 will lubricate its passage out of suction bush 02. 
 
15.3 Remove casing bolts 09 having supported the suction side casing 03. Lift off the suction side casing 03. A crane is 

necessary on the larger pumps. 
 

15.4 Remove liner nuts 10 and inspect the suction side liner 04. Note unusual wear patterns, cracks, tears or deterioration 
of the lining. 
 

15.5 The impeller 08 is exposed for inspection. Hold the shaft B02 using a spanner, which is a good fit, on the flats 
between the gland 13 and the flinger 14. The impeller 08 is screwed onto the shaft B02 with an Acme right hand 
thread. The impeller 08 may be very tightly locked onto the shaft B02 and may need an impact force or a long lever to 
loosen it. If the impeller is to be used again, protect the rubber against damage. Inspect the impeller 08 and note 
unusual wear patterns in the flow passages and back or front pumpout vanes. Check that the “O” ring behind the 
impeller 08 has sealed against the gland sleeve H08 and slurry has not corroded the impeller or shaft thread. This “O” 
ring H12 should be replaced at every strip-down. 
 

15.6 Remove the axial expeller H10, which is a stretch fit on the gland sleeve H08. If ‘D’ gland is fitted the gland sleeve 
should be removed at this point. 
 

15.7 Support the gland side casing 05, undo the casing to pedestal nuts 12 and remove casing half along with the gland 
assembly 13. Undo the gland holding screws 21 and remove the gland assembly 13. Undo liner nuts 10, the casing 
liner can now be removed for inspection, note any unusual wear patterns. 
 

15.8 Remove bearing pedestal caps 17, and fixings 20 and unfasten the axial positioning jack 19, to enable bearing 
assembly to be removed. 
 

15.9 To disassemble the bearing assembly, remove the gland sleeve H08, the flinger 14 and the bearing covers B03 and 
B04. The bearings can be inspected at this stage. If there is no sign of damage, the bearings should not be disturbed, 
and the bearings should merely be washed out with a mild solvent oil and regreased. 
 

15.10 Press the shaft B02 with the bearing B05 still fitted out of the bearing housing B01. Push the shaft from the impeller 
side out of the bearing housing. The inner ring of front bearing B06 will still be attached to the shaft and can be 
removed later. 
 

15.11 The remainder of the front bearing B06 can then be withdrawn from housing B01. 
 

15.12 Loosen the tab washer  B07 undo locknut  B08 and pull the end bearing B05 off the shaft. 
 

Notes: 
1. The 50/50, 80/80 and 100/100 pumps do not have a loose suction bush liner 01 and suction bush 02. 
2. The 250/200 and larger sizes have an Inside Gland Cover 24 which is held in position by H14 / P14 / D14. 

Undo H14 and withdraw the Inside Gland Cover 24 from the impeller side. 
3. The Casing Suspension Arm is fitted as a maintenance aid ONLY and as such may be used to support 

singularly, either of the Casing Halves and its associated liner, or the Impeller. It must not be used for any 
other purpose. (Suspension arm not fitted to 50/50 pump.) 
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Wear and Replacement of Parts 
To obtain the best service and performance from the pump periodic routine inspections should be carried out and the 
pump has been particularly designed for this purpose. It is not possible to state at what intervals these inspections 
should be made because the rate of wear varies considerably from one application to the next. However, it is 
suggested that in the first place the pump be allowed to run for a period of say, three months, and an examination of 
the pump will then give some idea of the length of life which may be expected from the rubber covered parts. 
 
 

16. Assembly Procedure 
Before assembly, ensure all parts are clean and free of old grease and dirt. The new bearings or replacement 
bearings should be generously filled with grease between the rollers. Check the Neoprene grease seals B09 and B10 
are sound, and not soft or distorted. Replace if necessary. 
 

16.1 Clamp the shaft B02 horizontally in a vice. Heat the spherical roller end bearing B05 in an oil bath or induction heater 
to 115 °C and fit it to the drive end of the shaft B02 using clean insulated gloves. Ensure the inner ring of the bearing 
B05 is hard against its seat by tapping it with a brass pin. Fit the tab washer B07 and the lock nut B08. 

 
16.2 Fit the inner ring of the front bearing B06 to the impeller end of the shaft B02 ensuring that it is hard against its seat, 

by tapping with a brass pin. 
 

16.3 Clamp bearing housing B01 securely, grease bearing B05. Fit shaft B02 and end bearing B05 assembly into 
housing. Ensure outer race of bearing B05 is hard against seat. 
 

16.4 Fit neoprene seal B09 and bearing cover seal B13 to end cover B03 and fix to bearing housing B01 using set screws 
B11. 
 

16.5 Mount bearing housing B01 vertically with front end upwards and wedge shaft B02 so it is central in the housing. Fill 
front bearing B06 with grease and carefully tap outer ring into bearing housing B01. 
 

16.6 Fit neoprene seal B10 and bearing seal cover B13 to front cover B04 and fix to bearing housing B01 using set 
screws B11. 
 

16.7 Set bearing housing assembly into pedestal 18 and loosely assemble bearing pedestal caps 17 with pedestal cap 
screws 20 and fit axial positioning jack 19. 
 

16.8(a) If ‘D’ gland is to be fitted – Loosely assemble gland components as shown on page 10 taking care not to damage the 
wearing face when fitting, leaving out at this stage the gland sleeve D08, ‘O’ rings D12 and D07 and face seal D09. 
Fit the gland side liner 06 into the gland side 05 securing with liner nuts 10. Bolt the gland assembly loosely to the 
casing 05. Fit the casing 05 and gland assembly to the pedestal 18 using fixings 12, taking care not to damage the 
wearing face against the shaft B02 on assembly. Fit the ‘O’ rings D12, D07 and face seal D09 to gland sleeve D08 
and slide home onto shaft, through casing and into the gland assembly. Carefully align gland components and tighten 
all fixings. 

 
16.8(b) If ‘H’ or ‘P’ gland is to be fitted – Fit ‘O’ rings H12 / P12 and H07 / P07 to gland sleeve H08 / P08 and slide home on 

to the shaft. Loosely assemble gland components as shown on pages 9 and 10, slide over shaft B01 and onto the 
gland sleeve. Fit the gland side liner 06 into the gland side casing 05 securing with liner nuts 10. Fit the casing 05 to 
the pedestal 18 using fixings 12. Carefully align the components of the gland assembly and fit to the casing 05. The 
axial expeller H10 / P10 a stretch fit over the gland sleeve can then be fitted. 

 
16.9 Smear the Impeller thread on the shaft B02 with protective long life graphite grease before screwing on the impeller, 

ensuring that the Impeller ‘O’ ring is fitted. 
 
16.10 Fit the suction side liner 04 in the suction side casing 03 using liner nuts 10. 

 
16.11 Fit the suction bush liner 01 inside the suction bush 02 and bolt it to the suction side casing 03 using the bolts 11.         

Match up the suction side casing to the gland side casing, and bolt the two side casings together. Check the two half 
liners match up, and press back the liners into the casings to ensure a minimum mismatch at the joint line and at the 
delivery flange. 
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16.12 Check the concentricity of the fit between suction bush liner 01 and the impeller 08. 
 
16.13 Using the axial positioning jack 19 adjust the impeller 08 towards the suction bush liner 01 keeping the holding down 

studs 20 loose. Check the axial clearance between the impeller and the suction bush liner 01. A steel ring or dummy 
flange should be bolted to the suction flange to simulate any distortion in the suction bush liner 01 when connected to 
the suction pipe, before the axial clearance is checked. This clearance should be set at approximately 1.5 mm. 
 

16.14 Tighten the bearing holding down nuts 20 and the axial positioning jack 19. 
 
 

17. Fault Analysis 
 

Index 
 

This section deals with typical pump faults and their possible causes. The accompanying notes, written by a practical Linatex 
Engineer for practical engineers, cover the following problems. 
 
Fault (Possible Cause)       See Section 
 
No Discharge When Pump Runs      17.1 
 

a) Air Lock 
b) Inadequate Prime 
c) Installation Faults 
 

Brief Discharge Only        17.2 
 
 a) Air Lock  

b) Obstructed Suction 
c) Lack of Delivery Resistance 

 
Pumps Water But Not Solids       17.3 
 

a) Air Leaks on Suction Side 
b) Poor Suction Line 
c) Electric Motor Wrongly Wired 
 

Overloads for Motor Trip Out       17.4 
 

a) Wrong Pump Speed 
b) Changed Pipeline System 
c) Low Voltage 
d) Wrongly Set Overload Protection 
e) Mechanical Fault in Pump 
f) Air Entrainment 
 

Pump Handles Only A Limited Percentage Solids    17.5 
 

a) Wrong Pump Speed 
b) Air Entrainment 
c) Poor Suction Line 
d) Cavitation 
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Gland Will Not Seal Adequately      17.6 
 

a) Poor Adjustment 
b) Dry Running 
c) Too Much Sealing Pressure 
d) Inadequate Prime 
 

Excessive Heat in Drive       17.7 
 

a) Slack Vee-belts 
b) Hot Pump Bearings 
c) Inadequate Lubricant of Pump Bearings 
d) Motor Runs Hot 
 

Sudden Reduction in Discharge      17.8 
 

a) Change in Feed Conditions 
b) Air Leaks in Suction Pipe 
c) Suction Blockage 
d) Tramp Material 
 

Sudden Increase in Power Demand      17.9 
 

a) Damage Inside Pump 
b) Change in Pipeline System 
c) Low Voltage 
d) Changed Pump Speed 
e) Air  Entrainment 
 

Rapid Component Wear       17.10 
 

a) Air Entrainment 
b) Properties of the Solids 
c) Change in Feed Conditions 
d) Shaft Misalignment 
 

Mechanical Failure        17.11 
 

a) Broken Shaft 
b) Broken Pedestal 
c) Pump Explodes 
 

IF A PUMP FAILS TO PUMP THROUGH A BLOCKAGE SWITCH OFF IMMEDIATELY AND READ THESE FAULT 
FINDING NOTES CAREFULLY TO RECTIFY THE SITUATION. 
 
TAKE EXTREME CARE AS THE PUMP MAY BE FILLED WITH SCALDING STEAM AND SOLIDS AT A HIGH 
PRESSURE. 
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17.1 No Discharge When Pump Runs 
 

THE PUMP MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO RUN IF IT DOES NOT DISCHARGE. If by mischance the pump has been 
allowed to run for more than a few minutes without discharge then STOP IT AT ONCE. 
 
TAKE EXTREME CARE IN DISMANTLING AFTER SUCH AN OCCURRENCE DUE TO HIGH TEMPERATURE 
AND PRESSURE WHICH MAY BE PRESENT IN THE PUMP CASING. DO NOT REMOVE THE DRAIN PLUG 
UNTIL THE FLUID TEMPERATURE IN THE PUMP HAS DROPPED. (SEE 17.11c). 
 
a) Air Lock 

The commonest cause of failure of a newly installed pump to discharge when run for the first time is an air 
lock in the casing. Even when a pump is well below water level, (drawing from a Feed Regulating Sump for 
instance), it may retain a large bubble inside the casing which prevents the start of pumping. This 
phenomenon is far more likely with horizontal undershot discharge branch arrangements than any other 
practical configuration. It is least likely with horizontal overshot arrangements. 
 
If you suspect air lock as the cause of failure to pump, start and stop pump several times to drive the air out, 
a fraction at a time. When using this procedure ensure that you do not damage the motor starter nor burn 
out the motor itself by trying too many starts in a short period of time. The number of permissible attempts 
will vary with the equipment installed but usually it is safe to try one start every three to four minutes. 
 

b) Inadequate Prime 
In installations where the pump has to be primed, either by jet or venturi effect in the suction pipe, or by 
vacuum pump on the delivery side, failure to pump may be caused by inadequate prime. This is usually 
rectified, by allowing more time for priming to occur.  
 
It is possible when “jet priming” to have such a small amount of priming water that the pump will never 
prime, and in this case more water for the priming operation will be needed. 
 
Usually, the diameter of the priming branch should be at least one third of the diameter of the suction pipe 
(2” will prime 6”, 3” will prime 8” etc.), and the minimum water required is about 30% of the Linapump 
capacity. 
 
If priming is by vacuum pump there must be a valve or at least an air-lock on the delivery side, and the 
vacuum pump must be able to “beat” the air leakage through the gland. To assist in this, always attempt to 
prime with the gland water running – no matter what style of priming is being attempted. 
 

c) Installation Faults 
Failure to discharge on start-up can be caused by installation faults of which the commonest is inadequate 
sump capacity. The result of installing a sump with inadequate capacity is to risk repeated air-locks of the 
pump. This can happen when the pump reduces the water level, either allowing a vortex to form – which air 
locks the pump – or (when water is introduced to the sump) it entrains so much air that it produces the same 
effect. 
 
A small sump can easily  prevent any discharge reaching the end of the pump discharge line. The only 
remedy is to extend the sump capacity. We recommend sumps of at least one minute’s pumping time as a 
bare minimum. (This recommendation does not apply to feed regulating sumps in sand plants where greater 
capacity is required). 
 
Other installation faults are more obvious – such as tramp material over a pump suction or a kinked suction 
hose. 
 

17.2 Brief Discharge Only 
 

a) Air Lock 
A pump with a suction lift and partial air lock will often start to pump at a greatly reduced rate after each 
start, then give up altogether. 
 
At the discharge end of the pipe this may appear as a brief surge followed by failure. 

 
This problem can only be overcome by closer attention to the priming system. 
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b) Obstructed Suction 
If the suction line is obstructed either by tramp material or a delaminated suction hose lining, the pump may 
start well but when the discharge rate rises the suction obstruction so throttles the pump that it quickly fails 
by gross cavitation. 
 
Detection of this sort of condition is difficult, and generally the only certain way of finding out what is 
happening is the use of a vacuum gauge immediately before the pump suction. An obstructed suction line 
will be indicated by a sudden increase in vacuum reading immediately before the failure. 
 

c) Lack of Delivery Resistance 
A pump which is required to pump with a suction lift or with a fair length of suction pipe, but with practically 
no resistance on the delivery side, (e.g. short, open-ended, discharge branch or nozzel), may pump briefly 
then fail. The reason for this is that centrifugal pumps on open discharge need positive pressure on the 
suction eye to prevent gross cavitation. If the installation does not provide sufficient positive pressure on the 
suction side the pump will fail. 
 
Usually, the easiest way to overcome this difficulty is to artificially create resistance on the delivery side, by 
extending the pipe work or introducing a valve or other resistance, such as an orifice. 
 

17.3 Pumps Water But Not Solids 
 
a) Air Leaks on Suction Side 

Badly made joints in the suction line or air entrainment with feed into a sump may be insufficient in 
themselves, to prevent a pump from pumping water satisfactorily. However, when solids are introduced – 
particularly, coarse solids – the pump has a more arduous duty; it has to entrain the solids into the fast 
moving stream in the suction pipe. In effect it has to “dredge” the solids into the stream. Even if the solids 
were already moving in the right general direction, they must be accelerated up to the water velocity and 
thus they act as a suction resistance for the pump. 
 
The result of the introduction of solids into an aerated system, which the pump can only marginally handle, 
when pumping water alone, will cause failure. 
 
Air leaks can usually be detected as water leaks when the pump is not running; where water can get out air 
can get in. Air entrainment with the feed can sometimes be overcome by the use of baffles in the sump, 
such that the air bubbles have time to rise to the surface before being drawn down to the suction. 
 

b) Poor Suction Line 
A long suction line, or a line of too small a diameter, or a line with a restriction (sudden step-downs in 
diameter are the worst) may allow a pump to appear to handle water adequately, but not allow it to handle 
solids. The reasons for this are explained in 17.3(a) above. 
 
Rework of the suction line is the only solution to this problem. If the line is increased in diameter it should be 
brought to the pump inlet diameter by a specially rolled flanged taper pipe. It must not be stepped down by a 
mismatch. 
 

c) Electric Motor Wrongly Wired 
Most Squirrel Cage Induction motors can be wired in two ways: “Star” or “Delta”. In order to reduce the 
surge in current when a motor is brought “on line”, some users start their motors in “Star” because this mode 
gives good starting torque and a reduced starting current surge, and then change to running their motors in 
“Delta” once smooth starting has been achieved. The “Delta” mode of powering the motor increases the 
speed close to synchronous speed – which is maximum – and maintains practically a constant speed under 
variations in load. 
 
If a motor is left to run continuously in “Star” it will vary its speed dramatically with load. Hence, if a mistake 
has been made in the wiring of the motor it may well appear that the pump pumps water but will not pick up 
solids, the reason being that on “Star” the motor speed drops when the solids load comes on. 
 
To detect this fault the easiest method is to check the speed of the motor shaft and compare it with the 
Nameplate rating. There should not be more than a few RPM difference between Nameplate RPM rating 
and actual speed – no matter what load the pump is pulling. 
 
Correction of this fault is a matter for an electrician. 
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17.4 Overloads for Motor Trip Out 
 

a) Wrong Pump Speed 
The power drawn by a centrifugal pump discharging through a given delivery system is approximately 
proportional to the cube of its speed. If the speed is changed by, say 20% to 1.2 times the original speed, 
you can expect its power demand to rise by the cube of 1.2, i.e. 1.728, or nearly 73% above the original. 
Even a rise in speed of 10% to 1.1 times the original speed, will give a rise of 33% in power demanded by 
the pump. 
 
The relationship is not exact but is close enough for field calculations purposes. 
 
If a pump is run at the wrong speed it can make a very considerable difference to the load drawn from the 
motor. 
 
Calculation of the correct pump speed is based on: 
 
1. Gallonage to be pumped; 
2. Difference in height between pump and discharge points; 
3. Length, diameter, and inner surface of pipeline through which pump must deliver; 
4. Number of elbows, bends, valves, other fittings in pipeline; 
5. Equipment at end of pipeline such as hydrocyclones, pressurised distributors, jets etc.; 
6. Grading, tonnage, and specific gravity of solids to be pumped; 
7. Pump performance curves. 
 
As far as fault finding is concerned, the actual RPM of a pump should be compared with the RPM specified. 
Corrections to pump speed can be made by pulley changes. 
 

b) Changed Pipeline System 
It is not uncommon for a pump speed to be calculated on the basis of a pipeline system intended to be used 
at the time of the negotiations for the purchase of the pump, but to be commissioned into service with a very 
different pipeline system. A client may say “But, it’s not such a high lift so the pump does not  have to work 
so hard”. Unfortunately, at a given pump speed a pump will pump a larger gallonage through a shorter 
pipeline, (or lesser vertical height), and will take more power – not less. 
 
When confronted with this situation, the only thing to do is to calculate the correct Head and RPM and make 
a pulley change. The affinity rule explained under 17.4 a) can be used or the drive recalculated. 
 

c) Low Voltage 
The power consumed by an electric motor is the product of the voltage, amperage and power factor for the 
motor. Without going too deeply into the matter, if a pump demands a certain power from the motor, the 
motor in turn will demand a corresponding amperage from the electric supply system. If, however, the 
voltage of the electric supply system happens to be lower than normal, then the motor will draw extra amps 
to meet the pump’s power demand. In this way the power consumed by the motor, (the product of voltage, 
amperage and power factor) remains unchanged. 
           Line V x Line A x 1.732 x PF 
KW =   1000 
 
The sort of circumstances where lower than standard voltages might be encountered are: 
 
1. At the end of a long trailing cable; 
2. At the end of an electric supply system remote from the nearest transformer substation; 
3. In an area where very heavy start-up loads can occur, such as near large crusher stations or long 

conveyor installations. 
 
Low voltage can readily cause a motor overload by drawing higher than expected amps, this being in no way 
related to the pump. 
 
If low voltage is suspected as the cause of motor overload, a qualified electrician should be called in. 
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d) Wrongly Set Overload Protection 
All motor starting equipment has some form of overload protection equipment built into the system so that a 
burnt out motor or locked-rotor motor does not cause more extensive damage. If a motor repeatedly drops  
out on overload, and there is no other readily apparent reason, the electrical overload protection equipment 
should be checked. 
 

e) Mechanical Fault in Pump 
The pump shaft should be free to turn by hand. Remove the Vee-belts and check the pump shaft for 
freedom to turn. If there is no resistance the fault must be in the motor. If a jarring or resistance can be felt 
when attempting to turn the pump shaft, drop off the suction pipe and check the clearance between the 
impeller and suction plate, and for blockages. 
 
If this proves clear, then remove the suction bush and look for marks on the surface of the impeller which 
might indicate if the impeller has been rubbing. If this proves clear rotate the shaft again to ascertain if the 
resistance is still present and if it is then remove the impeller, and inspect the gland side liner. If there is still 
no evidence of rubbing, rotate the shaft by hand again to check that the resistance is still present, then 
remove the gland sleeve. If the resistance can still be felt by hand it can only be the bearings of the pump. 
 
The remedy for the faults which may be revealed by this step by step approach are: 
 
1. Impeller rubs on suction bush: release bearing housing, set impeller to suction bush clearance by 

adjusting position of bearing housing until impeller runs free. Tighten bearing housing. Replace 
suction pipe. Realign belt drive. 

2. Impeller rubs on gland half lining; reset the suction bush clearance. Check for movement of casing 
liner. 

3. Seizure in the gland area. Strip and inspect. 
4. Shaft tight in bearings; There is no simple field remedy if the pump shaft is found to be tight in the 

bearings, the rotating assembly must be removed and stripped for inspection of the bearings and 
grease seals. 

 
f) Air Entrainment 

In sump-fed pump systems air entrainment with the pump feed can produce periodic overloads on the motor 
by the following sequence of events: 
 
1. Air entrainment with feed gives the pump a “spongy” pulp which reduces the pump throughput and 

power. 
2. Flow through the sump is reduced allowing air in the feed now entering the sump to escape to 

surface. Solids, of course, reach the pump suction. 
3. The pump now has a largely de-aired pulp of far greater percentage solids than intended, and the 

power demand rises. At this stage the pump may choke. This is a dangerous condition. 
4. Pump entrains the accumulated solids into suction pipeline and begins to pump normally again, 

increasing throughput through sump. 
5. Air entrainment begins to reach pump suction again and sequence repeats. 
6. Air entrainment can permanently reduce slurry throughput and make it appear as if the pump is not 

working. 
 

In small installations this surge may be repeated at three minute intervals, and in large installations 
it may take as long as five minutes for the full cycle to be completed. If the cycle terminates at 
stage (3) the pump may explode, if allowed to run blocked. 
 

17.5 Pump Handles Only A Limited Percentage Solids 
 

a) Pump Speed Incorrect 
With increasing solids feed into a pumping system three major factors will limit the percentage solids 
handled: 
 
1. Friction resistance increases leaving less pressure on the delivery side to maintain the velocity in 

the pipeline; 
2. Critical (settling) velocity for the pulp in the pipeline increases; 
3. Pump performance “drops” so that the total head generated by the pump diminishes. 
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Clearly if the pump speed has been calculated for water only, then increasing tonnages of solids are fed into 
the system, the combination of factors (1) & (3) above may soon produce a situation where the pipeline 
velocity is too low to maintain movement of the solids (factor 2). See 17.11c). 
 

b) Air Entrainment 
Under 17.3(a) above there is an explanation of how a pump can handle water, but fails when solids are 
introduced to the system, due to air entrainment. The same fault can sometimes explain why a pump 
performs apparently satisfactorily on pulp up to a certain percentage solids, then “gives up” when this is 
passed. See 17.11c). 
 

c) Poor Suction Line 
A suction line layout as described in 17.3 b) is far worse as the percentage solids is increased and can 
become completely blocked. See 17.11c). 
 

d) Cavitation 
If a pump is expected to draw relatively coarse solids from a sump below the pump centreline, depending on 
the speed of the pump and its capacity in relation to the gallonage being handled, it may suffer from 
cavitation. When this happens, (and the onset is often quite sudden and sharp), the total head generated by 
the pump diminishes dramatically. As in 17.5a) above, the conditions for blocking the line are suddenly 
created, namely; reduced delivery pressure for maintaining flow combined with increased requirement for 
velocity in the pipeline. 
 
Generally, if cavitation is the source of the trouble there is ample evidence: audible cavitation “rattle” in the 
pump or from the bearings, sudden reduction in power demand, the gland leaks or draws air, and there is a 
dramatic drop in delivery pressure. 
 
The solution to the problem is to make the suction arrangements as smooth as possible without restrictions, 
and to arrange for the feed to come gradually up to load without sudden surges of solids. If these measures 
do not overcome the problem it may be necessary to change the suction line to a size larger and fit a flat 
topped taper-piece to the pump suction. If trouble persists, a larger pump will have to be installed. 
Something effective must be done as the situation is potentially dangerous. See 17.11 c). 
 

17.6 Gland Will Not Seal Adequately 
 
a) Poor Adjustment 

The outer seal of a Hydrostatic gland assembly must be allowed to rub lightly on the gland sleeve for an 
effective seal to be maintained. If the gland adjuster is pushed in too far this will lift the seal off the sleeve 
and the gland will leak profusely. Most people when seeing a leaking gland immediately think to “tighten it 
up”. With the Hydrostatic gland the gland adjuster must be moved outwards to reduce leakage. 
 
Type D and P glands, should be tightened for reduction of leakage in the same way as standard packed 
glands in water pumps. Over tightening should be avoided, especially on ‘D’ glands as a drip is always 
necessary to lubricate the rubber face seal. 
 

b) Dry Running 
The glands will not be damaged by a few seconds running without lubrication and cooling by water, but if 
either gland is run for any length of time without water in the pump there is danger of melting the rubber 
seals. If a Type D gland has been correctly adjusted this is a fairly remote danger because without hydraulic 
pressure to force the rubber seal against the gland seat, the seal should run without touching the seat. 
However, in general terms, do not run a Linatex pump in dry conditions because of the danger of damaging 
the gland seals. 
 
Once seals have been damaged in this way they have to be replaced. 
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c) Too Much Sealing Pressure 
Too much water pressure in either type of gland can make the glands almost impossible to seal reliably. 
With Hydrostatic glands the solution to the problem is to insert a pressure control in the gland water line. 
With Type D glands the problem usually only arises with pumps being run in series or as booster pumps. In 
either case, the only solution is to convert the pump over to H gland or P gland and provide suitably 
pressured gland water. 
 

d) Inadequate Prime 
The “snore” condition for operating a pump is very difficult to seal without unacceptable leakage. Under this 
condition a pump continuously receives a good proportion of air drawn in with the pulp from the sump, in 
which the level is too low, or the sump has inadequate capacity, or both. The sump should contain a 
minimum of one minute’s pumping time. 
 

17.7 Excessive Heat in Drive 
 

a) Slack Vee-belts 
The commonest cause for generation of heat in the drive to a newly installed pump is undoubtedly lack of 
tension in the Vee-belts. All Vee-belts should be tensioned periodically, and newly commissioned drives 
should be re-tensioned an hour or so after start up. 
 
This fault is easily detected, (pulleys are the hottest part of the drive), as the belts will have been slipping. 
 

b) Hot Pump Bearings 
On high speed duties it is to be expected that the bearings will run hotter than on low speed duties. 
Providing the shaft is free spinning by hand, the heat generated while running under power is probably 
immaterial. At 150°F (65°C) the assembly will be uncomfortable to the hands for more than a second or two, 
but this is not unduly hot for the bearing assemblies. If the bearing is failing the shaft will not run free. 
 

c) Inadequate Lubrication of Pump Bearings 
The bearings will be charged with grease before despatch from the factory. Details of lubricants are given in 
this Manual. See section 12. 
 
Addition of grease should be tried if bearings become very hot or noisy. Excess greasing should be avoided. 
 

d) Motor Runs Hot 
The usual reason for motors running hot is that they are intended to! With Continuous Maximum Rated 
motors the temperature rises are surprising and are allowed for in the design of the motor and the selection 
of the insulation in it. 
 
Generally, heat from a motor can be safely ignored provided the amperage drawn is lower or equal to the 
nameplate rating. Many motors are fitted with Thermistors in the windings, which sense the temperature rise 
and are wired to operate a cut-out relay if the temperature exceeds a safe limit. 
 
If a pump is choked when the motor starts the protection must trip out the supply to the motor. 
 
Bearing troubles in motors are generally indicated by noise as well as heat, and can sometimes be detected 
by use of a long-stemmed screwdriver. The blade of the screwdriver is pushed against the bearing cover 
and the ear of the investigator pushed up to the handle. With a limited amount of experience bearing 
“rumble” can quite easily be detected. 
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17.8 Sudden Reduction in Discharge 
 
a) Change in Feed Conditions 

Operators do not always recognise a pump as simply one element in a complete system and any change in 
that system will bear on all the parts of it. For instance, if a screen, rejecting plus 6 mm material is worn and 
passes 25 mm stones, this affects the pump performance. The suction resistance of the larger stones will 
cause the suction pressure to reduce and have less head available for pushing the pulp through the delivery 
side piping. 
 
At the pump, the larger stones will make a significant difference to the pump performance, decreasing flow 
and potentially causing damage to Impeller and Linings. 
 
In the pipeline, the large stones will probably progress by “saltation”, that is, leaping along the bottom of the 
pipe. The rest of the pulp is fully in suspension and has to flow past these slow moving obstacles. Overall 
this means the resistance of the pipeline to flow has increased. Thus again reducing flow. 
 
So a simple fault like a screen cloth with a hole in it can cause a sudden reduction in discharge. If it causes 
the pipeline to block, the condition is potentially dangerous. See 17.11 c). 
 
Other changes in the feed conditions which must be investigated are; increased tonnage of solids, change of 
grading of solids, change in manner of introduction of solids to pump system. On this last count, a plant 
which was started up in summer, and is bin-fed via a vibrating feeder, will perform differently in winter, when 
the wetter feed “hangs up” in the feed bin and collapses down onto the feeder intermittently in larger dollops. 
 

b) Air Leaks on the Suction Pipe 
A pipe which has been steadily wearing away from the inside may break through to the open air near a 
flange, (in a welded area), at the bottom of the pipe, (where the coarsest solids run). In a suction pipe this 
will almost certainly allow air into the pipe with all the resultant ills described: 
17.1b) Inadequate prime prevents discharge; 
17.2a) Air lock allows brief discharge only; 
17.3a) Air leaks allowing pumping of water but not solids; 
17.5b) Air entrainment limits percentage solids pumped; 
17.6d) Inadequate prime prevents gland from sealing. 
Frequently, a pinhole leak will not let enough air into a pump for any of the five faults listed to become 
critical. So operators, being human, postpone the repair or replacement of the worn pipe. The last chapter of 
the saga occurs suprisingly quickly and usually on nightshift – when fault produces a blocked pipeline. 
 

c) Suction Blockage 
In dredging applications there is always the danger that the pump suction will be suddenly submerged in 
collapsed solids from the surrounding pit contours. When pumping from a sump the same thing can happen 
when solids, which have been clinging precariously to the steel sides of the sump, subside and momentarily 
block the pump suction. 
 
If the pump is feeding a fair length of delivery piping, it will not be possible for the long column of pulp in that 
piping to come instantly to rest when the suction gets blocked. It will be appreciated that the pulp in a 200 
mm pipe, way 300 m long, moving at 3 m/sec. has considerable momentum. It just cannot be stopped dead 
in the same short length of time it takes to block the suction. 
 
The result is a massive reduction in pressure throughout the system. It can cause a massive “water 
hammer” and surges that can split the pump casing, valves and piping. This can cause hoses to collapse – 
delivery as well as suction, and almost invariably leads to a great gulp of air being sucked through the pump 
gland. Usually this is sufficient to air lock the pump. 
 
Operators not infrequently attribute the pump failure to the gland, instead of to the conditions at the end of 
the suction pipe, and this seems the logical explanation to a person standing beside a pump, who heard the 
air hiss into gland, and then has to contend with the resultant air-lock. However, the trouble starts at the end 
of the suction pipe, the gland collapse occurs afterwards. 
 
In dredging applications the answer is to exercise better control over the pit development. In sump-fed 
systems, the feed pulp can sometimes be directed to flush away any build-up of solids on the sides or 
valleys of the sump. If this is not possible, a larger capacity take-off box at the base of the sump must 
improve the situation. The blocked pipeline situation is potentially dangerous. See 17.11c) 
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d) Tramp Material 
The simplest explanations of a fault should never be overlooked. If the complaint is a sudden reduction in 
discharge: drain the sump and before removing any pipework or dismantling the pump in any way, have a 
look at the take-off box at the base of the sump. Loose rubber, house bricks, steel off-cuts have all been 
found at the outlet to the pump at one time or another. Plastic garden hose inside the impeller passages was 
found to have a dramatic effect on pump capacity, in an installation which had given satisfaction for the 
previous three years. 
 

17.9 Sudden Increases in Power Demand 
 

a) Damage Inside Pump 
If a client has not had occasion to open his pump before he may not realise what can happen to the inside of 
his pump as it wears away day by day. The following list gives the results of abrasion which will give an 
increase in power demand, in order of frequency of occurrence. 
 
1. Excessive gap between impeller and suction bush. 
2. Cut or ripped rubber in suction bush or casing gland rubbing against impeller. 
3. Worn out cutwater. 
4. Worn out or broken casing liners. 
5. Impeller worn through back shroud. 
6. Impeller passages worn significantly wider than intended. 

 
b) Change in Pipeline System 

Clients may alter a discharge pipe layout so the static lift is reduced or the length of pipe shortened, thinking 
to themselves “the pump won’t have to work so hard now”. Actually, in these circumstances the pump 
pumps a larger gallonage and takes more power not less. 
 

c) Low Voltage 
A new installation near the pumpsite can make a significant difference to the voltage available, depending 
on the electric distribution system in the area. Lower volts mean higher current for the same power output of 
the motor. 
 

d) Changed Pump Speed 
It has been known for electricians who have been called in to do maintenance on a motor to dismount both 
pump and motor pulleys, then when reassembling the pumpset, to mistakenly interchange the pulleys. 
Depending on the pulley ratio this may have spectacular results. 
 

e) Air Entrainment 
In sump-fed pump systems air entrainment can produce cyclic pump overload as explained in 17.4f). This 
fault can be caused by a change in the gallonage fed to sump, or the direction in which it is fed to a sump. It 
can also be caused by a casual change to the feed type baffle arrangement in the sump. 
 

17.10 Rapid Component Wear 
 

a) Air Entrainment 
As an experiment place some sand in an empty milk bottle, fill the bottle to the very top with water, place the 
palm of one hand over the top and shake the bottle. You will find it difficult to move the sand vigorously 
against your hand. Now tip out a third of the water, and repeat the test. You will undoubtedly feel the sand in 
the air-water froth hitting your palm. 
 
The point of the experiment is to show how much more readily sand can move around in a froth than it can 
in water without air bubbles. Therefore any air leaks in the suction side accelerate abrasion. 
 
If air entrainment is severe enough to produce an air lock in the presence of solids and water, the result is 
an escalation of the abrasion rate. 
 
Air entrainment can also cause severe abrasion indirectly. As explained in 17.2, with cyclic changes in pulp 
density due to air, the pump may have to handle, periodically, far denser pulp than intended. This also is an 
abrasive accelerator. 
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b) Properties of the Solids 
Some solids have worse properties from the point of view of abrasion than others. 
 
1. Sharp edged particles are worse than round particles, so crushed materials are generally worse 

than natural sands. 
2. Course gradings are worse than fines. 
3. The specific gravity of the material makes a difference. 
 
When confronted with a rapid abrasion problem, always reduce pump speed if possible. A larger pump with 
its larger diameter impeller will be rotating slower at the suction eye of the impeller for a given head than a  
smaller pump. So if wear on the leading edge of the vanes is a problem, a larger pump would help. 
 

c) Change in Feed Conditions 
If a pump operates satisfactorily for some time then suddenly begins to wear out components in quick 
succession, look for some change in feed conditions. Extra tonnage, coarser grading, higher proportion of 
crushed material, and so on. Sometimes an operator is unaware that conditions have changed for the pump. 
 
A case in point would be a rod mill circuit producing crushed sand minus 5 mm from a feed which is minus 
10 mm. If a pump is used to pump the rod mill discharge to some screening equipment and the screen 
oversize returns to the mill, a reduction in capacity of this screening equipment will make a big change in the 
duty for the pump. However, to the operator, the same tonnage rate throughput is maintained by the circuit, 
so the pump duty is unchanged in his mind. In fact, a reduction in screen capacity (for instance, by partial 
blinding, of the screen cloth) will produce an increase in circulating load and a corresponding increase in 
pump pulp density. 
 
Another less involved example would be the pumping of sand from a river deposit. These deposits are 
notoriously variable, so the proportion of crushed sand in relation to natural can vary widely. To the operator 
however, sand is sand, and the fact that the pump is now handling, say 80% crushed material, while three 
months ago it was 60% natural sand may not appear significant. 
 
If there is a permanent change in feed conditions which makes component life unsatisfactory, look into 
modifying the pump. 
 
If there is no suitable pump selection, the pump duty may have to be split up, and a two stage pumpset 
installed. Each pump will run at about 70% of the speed of a single unit for the same duty and this speed 
reduction will make a very significant change to the abrasion rate. 
 

d) Shaft Misalignment 
After some years of service it occasionally happens that the saddles on the pedestal which support the 
bearing housing get worn and thus allow the shaft to point downwards. If this problem is severe enough the 
eccentricity of the shaft through the gland will be such that the gland will not seal properly. A further problem 
will be that there will be a misalignment between the eye of the impeller and the suction bush, which will 
detract from pump performance. If this happens, the best answer is to buy a new pedestal. This will almost 
certainly be cheaper and quicker than trying to build up the saddles and then remachining. A temporary 
expedient is to pack the saddles with shims, but inevitably these get lost during impeller adjustment. 
 

17.11 Mechanical Failure 
 
a) Broken Shaft 

Practically the only broken shafts in Linatex pumps are those where there has been tramp material in the 
feed, or a bearing has seized, and in each case it is easy to see the cause. 
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b) Broken Pedestal or Casing 
The front bracket of the pump pedestal although quite massive to look at can be broken from the box section 
of the pedestal by the simple expedient of starting the pump backwards. If this is done the impeller begins to 
unscrew from the shaft and, as it does so, strikes the suction bush. This is immovable, being trapped by the 
flange of the suction pipework. So something has to give. 
 
Occasionally, with older shafts, the thread in the shaft is stripped instead of the pedestal being broken. 
 
We do not recommend attempting to weld broken pedestals, alignment problems are too difficult. The 
cheapest and quickest way out for a customer is to buy a new pedestal. 
 
The running backwards of a pump is an electrical problem. It is very simply overcome and no electrician 
worth his salt will allow this to happen as they are supposed to check motor direction of rotation prior to 
fitting the Vee-belts onto the pulleys. 
 

c) Pump Explodes 
The centrifugal pump – Linatex or any other – can potentially explode by running it with pulp, or water, in the 
casing but no discharge. An example of how this can happen is in a pump drawing pulp from a sump and 
pumping to a cyclone or through a rising pipeline. If the pump gets a sudden surge of solids, which blocks off 
the suction, flow will cease. In the delivery line the solids will settle in the rising pipe, but will be unable to 
enter the casing because the impeller is still spinning there. 
 
We now have a plug in the suction pipe, and in the delivery pipe, with a spinning impeller in between. The 
pump goes on absorbing power as the impeller rotates and the power raises the fluid temperature. 
Ultimately, the water will boil and the pressure generated may be enough to explode the pumphead or 
destroy the rubber. 
 
This is an extremely dangerous situation, and if a pumphead feels unusually warm and is not discharging, 
switch off the power, immediately. Under no circumstances approach the pump until the pumphead has 
been relieved of pressure – preferably through the suction or discharge pipework by flushing away the solids 
plugs. If a pump is going to explode, there is almost certainly considerable leakage of steam from the gland. 
 
Reasons for suction blockage have been discussed under: 
 
17.4f) Air entrainment 
17.5a) Wrong pump speed 
17.5b) Air entrainment 
17.5c) Poor suction line 
17.5d) Cavitation 
17.8a) Change in feed conditions 
17.8b) Air leaks in suction pipe 
17.8c) Suction blockage 
17.8d) Tramp material 
17.9e) Air entrainment 
 
Important Note: Even if the pump does not feel hot, take extreme care when dismantling as the pump may 
be full of scalding water. 
 
Do not remove the drain plug until certain the fluid temperature in the pump has reduced. If in doubt carefully 
clear blockages in manner described above. 
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READ C AREFULLY THIS MANUAL
BEFORE INSTALLING THE MOTOR

RECEIVINGCHECK
Check if any damage has occured during

transportation.
Check nameplate data.
Remove shaft locking device (if any) before
operating the motor.
Turn the shaft with the hand to make sure it
is turning freely.

HANDLINGANDTRANSPORTATION
1 - General

MOTORS MUST NOT BE LIFTED BY
THE SHAFT, BUT BY THE EYEBOLTS

Lifting devices, when supplied, are
designed only to support the motor. If the  motor
has two lifting devices then a double chain must
be used to lift it.

Lifting and lowering must be done gently
without any shocks, otherwise the bearings can
get damaged.

DURING TRANSPORTATION,
MOTORS  FITTED WITH ROLLER OR

ANGULAR CONTACT BEARINGS
ARE PROTECTED AGAINST

BEARING DAMAGES WITH A
SHAFT LOCKING DEVICE.

THIS LOCKING DEVICE MUST BE
USED ON ANY FURTHER MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION, EVEN WHEN

THIS MEANS TO UNCOUPLE
THE MOTOR FROM THE DRIVEN

MACHINE.

STORAGE

If motors are not immediately installed,
they must be stored in dry places, free of
dust, vibrations, gases, corrosive smokes,
under constant temperature and in normal
position free from other objects.

Motor storage temperature must remain
between 5ºC to 60ºC, with relative humidity not
exceeding 50%.

In case the motors are stored for more than
two years, the bearings must be replaced or  the
lubrication grease must be totally removed after
cleaning.

Single phase motors when kept in stock
for 2 years or more must have their capacitors
replaced (if any).

We recommend to turn the shaft (by  hands)
at least once a month, and to measure the
insulation resistance before installing it, in cases
of motors stored for more than 6 months or when
subject to high humidity areas.

If motor is fitted with space heaters, these
should be switched on.

Insulation Resistance Check

Measure the insulation resistance before
operating the motor and/or when there is any
sign of humidity in the winding.

The resistance measured at 25ºC must be:

Ri  (20 x U) / (1000 + 2P) [M ]
(measured with a MEGGER at 500 V d.c.)
where U = voltage (V); P = power (kW).

If the insulation resistance is less than 2
megaohms, the winding must be dried
according to the following:

Warm it up inside an oven at a minimum
temperature of 80ºC increasing 5ºC every hour
until 105ºC, remaining under this temperature
for at least one hour.

Check if the stator insulation resistance
remains constant within the accepted values. If
not, stator must be reimpregnated.

INSTALLATION

1 - Safety

All personnel involved with electrical
installations, either handling, lifting, operation
or maintenance must be well informed and
updated concerning safety standards and
principles that govern the work and carefully
follow them.

We strongly recommend that these jobs
are carried out by qualified personnel.

ENGLISH
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MAKE SURE THAT ELECTRIC
MOTORS  ARE SWITCHED OFF

BEFORE STARTING ANY
MAINTENANCE SERVICE.

Motors must be protected against acci-
dental starts.

When performing any maintenance
service, disconnect the motor from the power
supply. Make sure all accessories have been
switched off and disconnected.

In order to prevent from penetrating dust
and/or water into the te rminal box, cable glands
or threaded pipe in the lead holes must be
installed.

Do not change the regulation of the
protecting devices to avoid damaging.

2 - Operating Conditions

Electric motors, in general, are designed
for operation at an altitude of 1000m above sea
level for an ambient temperature between 0ºC
and 40ºC. Any variation is stated on the
nameplate.

COMPARE THE CURRENT, VOL TAGE,
FREQUENCY, SPEED, OUTPUT AND
OTHER VALUES DEMANDED BY THE
APPLICATION WITH THE DATA GIVEN

ON THE NAMEPLATE.

Motors supplied for hazardous locations
must be installed in areas that comply with that
specified on the motor nameplate.

KEEP AIR INLET AND OUTLET FREE
AND CLEAN. THE AIR BLOWN OUT
BY THE MOTOR SHALL NOT ENTER
AGAIN. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN

THE AIR INLET AND THE WALL
MUST BE AROUND ¼ OF THE
INLET OPENING DIAMETER.

3 - Foundation

Motors provided with feet must be installed
on solid foundations to avoid excessive
vibrations.

The purchaser is fully responsible for the
foundation.

Metal parts must be painted to avoid
corrosion.

The foundation must be uniform and suf-
ficiently tough to support any schock. It must be

WEG MOTORS ARE DYNAMICALLY
BALANCED WITH HALF KEY, AT NO

LOAD AND UNCOUPLED.

Transmission elements such as pulleys,
couplings, etc must be dynamically balanced
with half key before installation.
Use always appropriate tools for installation and
removal.

6 - Alignment

ALIGN THE SHAFT ENDS AND
USE FLEXIBLE COUPLING,

WHENEVER POSSIBLE.

Ensure that the motor mounting devices
do not allow modifications on the alignment and
further damages to the bearings.

When assembling a half-coupling, be sure
to use suitable equipment and tools to protect
the bearings.

Suitable assembly of half-coupling:
Check that clearance Y is less than

0.05 mm and that the difference X1 to X2 is less
than 0.05 mm, as well.

Note: Dimension X1 and X2 must be
3mm minimum

Figure and alignment tolerances

designed in such a way to stop any vibration
originated from resonance.

4 - Drain Holes

Make sure the drains are placed in the
lower part of the motor when the mounting
configuration differs from that specified on the
motor purchase order.

5 - Balancing

7 - Belt Drive

When using pulley or belt coupling, the
following must be observed:

Belts must be tighten just enough to avoid
slippage when running, according to the
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WARNING:
Excessive tension on the pulleys will
damage the bearings and lead to a

probable shaft rupture.

8 - Connection

WARNING:
Voltage may be connected at standstill

inside the terminal box for heating elements or
direct winding heating.

WARNING:
The capacitor on single-phase motors

can retain a charge which appears across the
motor terminals, even when the motor has
reached standstill.

A WRONG CONNECTION CAN
BURN THE MOTOR.

Voltage and connection are indicated on
the nameplate. The acceptable voltage
variation is ±10%; the acceptable frequency
variation is ±5% and the total acceptable
variation is ± 10%.

9 - Starting Methods

The motor is rather started through direct
starting. In case this is not possible, use
compatible methods to the motor load and
voltage.

The rotation direction is clockwise if the
motor is viewed from DE side and if the
phases are connected according to the
sequence L1, L2, L3.

To change the rotation direction, inter-
change two of the connecting leads.

Make sure to use the correct cable
dimension, based on the rated current stamped
on the motor nameplate.

BEFORE ENERGIZING THE
TERMINALS, CHECK IF THE

GROUNDING IS MADE
ACCORDING TO THE CURRENT
STANDARDS. THIS IS ESSENTIAL

AGAINST ACCIDENT RISKS.

When the motor is supplied with
protective or monitor temperature device such
as thermostats, thermistors, termal protector, etc,
connect their terminals to the corresponding
devices on the control panel.

10 - Start-Up

THE KEY MUST BE FASTENED OR
REMOVED BEFORE STARTING THE

MOTOR.
a) The motor must start and operate

smoothly. In case this does not occur, turn it off
and check the connections and the mounting
before starting it again.

b) If there is excessive vibration, check if
the fasteni ng screws are correctly fastened.
Check also if the vibration comes from a
neighbour machine. Periodical vibration checks
must be done.

c) Run the motor under rated load for a
short period of time and compare if the running
current is equal to that stamped on the
nameplate.

1 - General Inspection

Check the motor periodically.
Keep the motor clean and a ssure free air flow.
Check the seals or V Ring and replace them, if
required.
Check the connections as well as supporting
screws.
Check the bearings and observe: Any excessive
noise, vibration, bearing temperature and grease
condition.
When a change, under normal conditions, is
detected, check the motor and replace the
required parts.

WARNING:
SAFETY CHECK LIST

MAINTENANCE
E
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specifications stated on the belt supplier
recommendation.

THE CONNECTION TO THE POWER
SUPPLY MUST BE DONE B Y

QUALIFIED PERSONNEL AND WITH
FULL ATTENTION TO ASSURE A SAFE

AND PERMANENT CONNECTION.
AFTER CONNECTING THE MOTOR,
CHECK FOR ANY STRANGE BODY
INSIDE THE TERMINAL BOX. THE

CABLE INLETS NOT IN USE MUST BE
CLOSED.



Bearing 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz (g)
NU 309 9800 13300 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 13
NU 311 6400 9200 19100 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 18
NU 312 5100 7600 17200 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 21
NU 314 1600 2500 7100 8900 11000 13100 15100 16900 16900 19300 19300 20000 27
NU 316 - - 6000 7600 9500 11600 13800 15500 15500 17800 17800 20000 34
NU 319 - - 4700 6000 7600 9800 12200 13700 13700 15700 15700 20000 45
NU 322 - - 3300 4400 5900 7800 10700 11500 11500 13400 13400 17300 60
NU 324 - - 2400 3500 5000 6600 10000 10200 10200 12100 12100 15000 72

Bearing 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz (g)
6309 15700 18100 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 13
6311 11500 13700 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 18
6312 9800 11900 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 21
6314 3600 4500 9700 11600 14200 16400 17300 19700 19700 20000 20000 20000 27
6316 - - 8500 10400 12800 14900 15900 18700 18700 20000 20000 20000 34
6319 - - 7000 9000 11000 13000 14000 17400 17400 18600 18600 20000 45
6322 - - 5100 7200 9200 10800 11800 15100 15100 15500 15500 19300 60

Bearing 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz (g)
6209 18400 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 9
6211 14200 16500 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 11
6212 12100 14400 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 13

Serie 62

Serie 63

TABLE 1 - BALL BEARINGS - Series 62/63
Relubrication intervals (running hours – horizontal position)
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FOLLOW THE REGREASING
INTERVALS. THIS IS FUNDAMENTAL
FOR PROPER MOTOR OPERATION.

1 - Machines without Grease Nipples

Motors up to frame 200 are normally fitted
without grease nipples. In these cases the
regreasing shall be done at the preventive
maintena nce job observing the following
aspects:

Disassemble carefully the motors.
Take all the grease out.
Wash the bearing with querosene or diesel.
Regrease the bearing immediately.

LUBRICATION

2 -  Machines Fitted with Grease Nipples

It is strongly recommended to grease the
machine while running. This allows the grease
renewal in the bea ring housing. When this is
not possible due to turning parts by the grease
device (pulleys, bushing, etc) that offer some
risk to the physical integrity of the operator,
proceed as follows:
Clean the area near the grease nipple.
Put approximately half of the total grease and
run the motor for 1 minute at full speed.
Then turn off the motor and insert the rest of the
grease.
The injection of all the grease with the motor in
standstill can make the grease penetrate into the
motor, through the inner seal of the bearing
housing.

RELUBRICATION INTERVALS

The frequency of the inspections depends
on the motor type and on the application
conditions.

FOR LUBRICATION USE ONLY
MANUAL GREASE GUN.

TABLE 2 - ROLLER BEARINGS - Series NU 3
Relubrication intervals (running hours – horizontal position)

Grea seII pol e IV pole VI pol e VIII pol e X pole XII pol e

Grea seII pol e IV pole VI pol e VIII pol e X pole XII pol e
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SPAREPARTS
When ordering spare parts, please specify

the full type designation and product code as
stated on the motor nameplate. Please also
inform the motor serial number stated on the
nameplate.

MOTORS FOR HAZARDOUS
LOCATIONS

Besides the recommendations given
previously, these ones must be also followed:

THE SPECIFIC ATION OF THE MOTOR
INSTALLATION PLACE IS FOR

CUSTOMER’S RESPONSIBILITY,
WHO WILL ALSO  DETERMINE THE

ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS.

Motors for hazardous locations are
manufactured according to specific standards
for such environments and they are certified by
worldwide certifying entities.

1 - Installation

The complete installation must follow
procedures given by the local legislation in effect.

THE INSTALLATION OF HAZARDOUS
LOCATION MOTORS MUST BE

CARRIED OUT BY SKILLED PEOPLE,
AND THE THERMAL PROTECTION

MUST BE ALWAYS INSTALLED,
EITHER INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE

MOTOR, OPERATING AT THE RATED
CURRENT.

2 - Maintenance

Maintenance must be carried out by repair
shops authorized by WEG.

Repair shops and people without Weg’s
authorization who will perform any service on
hazardous location motors will be fully
responsible for such service as well as for any
consequential damage.
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Note:
The ZZ bearings from  6201 to 6307 do not
require relubrication as its life time is about
20,000 hours.
Tables 1 and 2 are intended for the lubrication
period under bearing temperature of 70°C (for
bearings up to 6312 and NU 312) and
temperature of 85°C (for bearings 6314 and NU
314 and larger).
For each 15°C of temperature rise, the
relubricat ion period is reduced by half.
The relubrication periods given above are
for those cases applying Polyrex ® EM grease.
When motors are used on the vertical
position, their relubrication interval is reduced
by half if compared to horizontal position
motors.

Note s:
Although Polyrex® EM is compatible with types
of grease given above, we do not recommended
to mix it with any other greases.
 If you intend to use a type of grease different
than those recommended above , first contact
WEG.
On applications (with high or low temperatures,
speed variation, etc), the type of grease and
relubrification interval are given on an  additional
nameplate attached to the motor.

THE USE OF ST ANDARD MOTORS
IN SPECIFIC AREAS OR SPECIAL

APPLICATIONS MUST BE DONE BY
CONSULT TO THE GREASE
MANUFACTURER OR WEG

Compat ibil i t y of Polyre x ® EM grease
with other type s of greas e:

Containing polyurea thickener and mineral
oil,  the Polyrex ® EM grease is compatible with
other types of grease that contain:
Lithium base or complex of lithium or polyurea
and highly refined mineral oil.
Inhibitor additive against corrosion, rust and
anti-oxidant additive.

WARNING:
EXCESS OF GREACE CAN CAUSE

BEARNING OVERHEATING
RESULTING IN COMPLETE

DAMARGE.

WE RECOMENDED TO USE BALL
BEARINGS FOR MOTORS DIRECTLY

COUPLED TO THE LOAD.

Disassembly and assembly must be done
by qualified personnel using only suitable tools
and appropriated methods.

DISASSEMBLYANDASSEMBLY

The stator grips must be applied over the
side face of the inner ring to be disassembled or
over an adjacent part.

It is essential that bearings assembly be
done under cleanning conditions to ensure
good operation and to avoid damages. New
bearings shall only be taken out from their cases
when assembling them.

Before installing a new bearing it is
required to check the shaft fitting for any sharp
edge or strike signals.

For bearing assembly warm their inner
parts withsuitable equipment - inductive pocess
- or use suitable tools.
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When performing maintena nce,
instal lation or relubricat ion, follow these
instructions:

Check if all components are free of edges,
knocks or dirt.
Make sure all parts are in perfect conditions.
Lubricate the surfaces of the endshield fittings
with protective oil to make the assembly easier.
Use only rubber hammer to fit the parts.
Check for correct bolts tightening.
Use clearance cali brator for correct T-box fitting
(smaller than 0.05mm).

DO NOT REUSE DAMAGED OR
WORN PARTS. REPLACE THEM BY

NEW ONES SUPPLIED BY THE
FACTORY.

MOTORS DRIVEN BY VFD
Applications using VFD´s without filter

can affect motor performance as follows:

IF SUCH RECOMMENDATIONS ARE
NOT FOLLOWED ACCORDINGLY,
MOTOR WARRANTY WILL BE VOID.

2- Inverter Duty Motors:

Check power supply voltage of the forced
cooling set.
Filters are not required.

Lower efficiency.
Higher vibration.
Higher noise level.
Higher rated current.
 Higher temperature rise.
Reduced motor insulation.
Reduced bearing life.

1- Standard Motors

Voltages lower than 440V do not require filter.
Voltages equal or higher than 440V or lower
than 57 5V require filter for motor power     supply
cables longer than 20 meters.
Voltages equal or higher than 575V require
filter for any size of power supply cables.

������������	
Weg warrants its products against defects in
workmanship and materials for twelve (12)
months from the invoice date issued by the
factory, authorized distributor or agent limited
to eighteen (18) months from manufacturing date
independent of installation date as long as the
following items are fulfilled accordingly:

- Proper transportation, handling and storage;
- Correct installation based on the specified

ambient conditions and free of corrosive
gases;

- Operation under motor capacity limits;
- Observation of the periodical maintenance

services;
- Repair and/or replacement effected only by

personnel duly authorized in writing by Weg;
- The failed product be available to the supplier

and/or repair shop for a required period to
detect the cause of the failure and
corresponding repair;

- Immediate notice by the purchaser about
failures accured and that these are accepted
by Weg as manufacturing defects.

This warranty does not include disassembly
services at the purchaser facilities,
transporta tion costs with product, tickets,
accomodation and meals for technical personnel
when requested by the customer.
The warranty service will be only carried out at
Weg Authorized Repair Shops or at Weg’s
facilities.

Components whose useful life, under normal
use, is shorter than the warranty period are not
covered by these warranty terms.
The repair and/or replacement of parts or
components, when effected by Weg and/or any
Weg Authorized Repair Shop, will not give
warranty extension.

This constitutes Weg’s only warranty in
connection with this sale and the company will
have no obligation or liability whatsoever to
people, third parties, other equipment or
installations, including without limitation, any
claims for consequential damages or labor costs.

ANY ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL
MODIFICATION MADE ON

HAZARDOUS L OC ATION MOTORS
WILL VOID THE CERTIFIC ATION.


